
Acoustic Cues of Korean Nuclear Tones 

Ho-Young Lee 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss wh<lt acoustic cucs are significant 
in distingui shing Kore<ln nuclear tones ilcousticilll,', It is sho\\'n tllilt tilrget 
frequencies. direct ion of target frequencies. FO of the bcginning ilnd ending 
\x)ints . timing of peaks ,md \'illle,·s. duration of the rising and falling phases. 
duration of the w hole tone. and FO of the preceding s,'II<lble function <lS 
<lcoustic cues, 

Pe<lk frequenc\' was cnlCial in distinguishing High Fall from Low Fall and 

Full !lise from Lo\\' !lise. FO of the beginning \x)int \V,IS signific<lnt in 
di stingui shing High Fall from Low Fall. Low ltise from I'd id Le\·e1. and High 
Level from Full Hise after a voiceless conson<lnt. And FO of the ending point 
was import<lnt in distinguishing High Fall from Low Fall. Direction of tmget 
frequencies was s ignifiCimt in di stinguishing High Fall from Full !lise and 
Lo\\' Hise from Lo\\' Fall. 

Duration of the w hole tone \\'as significant in distinguishing Low F<lll from 
!li se Fall and High Level from Full !lise. The fom1er pair of nuclear tones 
was also dis tinguis hed b,' Peak timing and the latter pair b,' valle,' timing. 
The FO of the penultimate s,' lIable was crucial in distinguishing Low Fall 
from Low Level. 

1. Introduction 

The greater part of the intonational meaning of a tune is conveyed by 

the intonation pattern imposed on the final syllable of the intonation phrase 

in Korean. I call thi s intonation pattern the nuclear tone (Lee 1990, 199 1. 

1997, 1999) \, following the British tradition of intonational analysis 

(O'Connor and Amold 1973, Cruttenden 1997). On the other hand, lun (1993, 

1999) and Jun and Oh (1996) call thi s intonation pattern the boundary tone, 

following the Pierrehumbertian intonational phonology (PielTehumbert 1980, 

11n Lee (l9C)(). 199\), 1 called the intonation pattem of the intonation phrase final 

syllable the boundaD' tone, but changed its name in subsequent papers and books . 
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Beckman and Pien-ehumbert 1986. Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988. 

Sil\,ennan et al. 1992). 

In Lee (1990. 1991l. I established 9 nuclear tones - Low Level. !Vlid 

Le\-el. High Level. High Fall. Low Fall , Full Ri se. Low Ri se. Ri se Fall and 

Fall Rise - based on my auditory impression. I illustrated the acoustic 

charactelistics of these nuclear tones in Lee (}997). 

Jun (1993) and Jun and Oh (]996) set up 6 boundary tones - L%. H%. 

LH%. HL%. LHL% and HLH% and blietly discussed acoustic 

characteristics of these boundary tones. Three more boundary tones -

HLHL%. LHLH~/o and LHLHL% - were added in Jun (1999). 

Lee (999) was the first attempt to discuss the nuclear tone from the 

point of view of expelimental phonetics. I measured major target frequencies 

of each nuclear tone and compared simi lar nuclear tones based on 

quantitative data. 

Although major target frequencies and direction of pitch targets certainly 

are the mos t impOliant acoustic cues of Korean nuclear tones. there seem 

to be other important acoustic cues such as tinting of peaks and valleys. 

duration of the whole tone, FO of the preceding syllable. and so on. Hence 

this paper aims to find out important acoustic cues of Korean nuclear tones 

based on quantitative acoustic data. 

2. Experi ment 

2.1. Materia l 

For this experiment, I designed two declarati ve sentences, two yes- no 

questions, and two wh-questions. Since the FO curves of the same nuclear 

tone may look different depending on whether the final syllable begins with 

a voiceless consonant or not, one of each pair of sentences is designed to 

contain "-wasso" and the other "-oyo" at the end. 

In order to elicit various nuclear tones, subjects were asked to produce 

the declarati ve sentences with three different attitudes - indifferent/hosti le, 

flienclJy/ intimate. and annoyed. the yes- no questions with five different 

attitudes - fli endly/ intimate. interested, surpri sed/dubious, hostile, and 

sarcas tic. and the wh- questions with four different attitudes - indifferent/ 

host ile, frienclJy/ intimate. annoyed. and anxious . Appropriate contexts are 
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also given as in ( 1). 

( 1) "No chinan chumare odi kattawanni?" (Where have you been last 

weekend?) 

1. Seoule kattawasso. (indifferent/ hostile, WllY do you want to know 

that?) (I' ve been to Seoul.) 

2. Seoule kattawasso. (friendly/ intimate, A re you curious?) 

3. Seoule kattawasso. (annoyed, WllY do you keep asking the same 

question?) 

(a) 

words 17. Kattal'lasso? 

lones ~F 
piten 

dur.Jtion ~13. 8.~ 

-- , .~- " "n ... 

Hz .~ ~ ....... - .. , ...... _ ..... --. -""'/ \, l/ .--__ .. ./.... \ , 

~0 ~4---------------------~~----------4---~~~~~ 
350 -

300 --t------. __ ~ __ ~--------------------t_~~~------1 

~~~ -.-- :..;::,-:r;-------- . ~~ -- .:......, -- . --~~ --
150 -...--.... 

loo ~~----~~----~~------~l~------~~--~~~--~ 
250 500 750 1000 1250 rn. 

(b) 

words ~ 7. Oshossoyo? 

tones HF 
pitch 176 281 ~16 
dlJration 182.8 130. 

-_. fII"'-

Hz 
--.-- ~-. 

~O~------------------------------------+-----+---~~ 
350 --
300 1-1------------------------------------+-----+---1---1 

~~~ --~~---.--,;;;;.;;;:---.,.--.----7 ~ ---
150 ! -, I" ...... ~ -
100 ' , , . I rn. 300 600 900 1200 1500 

Fi gure 1. Voi cel ess con so nants are manifested as blanks in FO 

cu rves. A b lank appears in (a) bef o re Hi gh Fall but not 

in (b) . 
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2.2 . Procedure 

Five fema le Seoul speakers (MK, S] , YK, KH, and YS) in their twenties 

were selected as subjects. A total of twenty four test sentences (2 

declarative sentences x 3 attitudes, 2 yes-no questions x 5 attitudes, 2 

wh- questions x 4 attitudes) were read six times. T o elicit as many nuclear 

tones as possible, I did not randomize the test sentences. I asked the 

subjects to try to read each test sentence with a different intonation 

pattern. T he subjects' utterances were recorded and digiti zed with Kay's 

CSL and analyzed with Scicon's Pitch Works. T - tests were conducted to 

prove that a certain acoustic cue was statistically significant in 

di stinguishing a certain pair of nuclear tones. 

2.3 . Measurements 

In Lee (999), I measured only the target frequencies of Korean nuclear 

tones. But in thi s experiment, I also measured FO of the beginning point in 

High Level, Mid Level, Low Level. High Fa ll , and Low Fall to see if th is 

FO functions as an acoustic cue. 

words 10. Kattawasso? 
t ones ~L 
pite'" ~O1 384 

duration ~4 .3 

.-
~- ·"",,mm' r"""" 

~~-
. ------, ~. 1----., 

Hz -~./ . .-
\ ./ ...... ---~ ''---

400 - -.- - _.J 

350 '" 300 L 
250 

"' 200 

150 -- - - -- T~ 
lOO I T- T 

ms 200 400 600 800 1000 

Figure 2. Not onl y the h ighest FO but also FO of the beginning 

poin t in Hig h Leve l was measured. The durat ion of th e 

to ne was measured from th e begi nning of the last vowe l. 

In thi s expeliment, I also measured timing of peaks and valleys, duration 

of fa ll ing and ri sing phases, and duration of the whole tone. In sentences 

ending in "- wasso" , I measw-ed the tinting of peaks and valleys and the 

du ration of the whole tone from the beginning of the las t vowel "0". 



(a) 

~oh 

(b) 
tones 

pil ot. 
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~isE' Fall 

~95 241 ~64 

~82. 7 ~96.6 

"" 
Hz __ .. _ ' - -- r ---__ . __ 
~O ~----~--------------~----------------~----~~ 
350 

300 
,· ~o 

100 
150 
1 00 ~~------~I00~------~200~--~--~30~O------~~~--~--~~OO~~ 

ull RisE' 

~19 ~13 352 

128 ~67.9 

Hz .~ ~---
.--.... . _- .. 

~O ~----------r---+-----------------------~-------; 
350 -

300 -
,60 
100 •••• 

160 ---- ------r ------1- . 
IOO~m-s----------~~1~OO~------------2~O~O--------~--~300~-; 

329 

Figure 3. Peak timing (182.7 ms) in (a) and va ll ey timing (28ms) in 

(b). The duration of the falling phase ( 196.6ms) in (a) 

and th at of the rising phase ( 167.9ms) in (b) were also 

measured. The duration of the w hole tone equa ls to the 

sum of the peak or va lley timing and the duration of the 

fa ll ing or rising phase. 

But in sentences ending In "-oyo", it was very difficult to find the 

syllable boundary. Jun and Oh (]996) placed the syllable boundary where 

the F2 of the semi-vowel /j/ reaches its peak A s in figw-e 4. however. it 

was often impossible to find the F2 peak of the semi -vowel /j/. Hence I 

neglected the timing and duration of nuclear tones which appeared in 

sentences ending in "-oyo". But I did not have any problem in measuring 

FO of the beginning point of the nuclear tones occw-ring in these sentences. 
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Figure 4. The w hole duration of the M id Level in this figure was 

n eg lected due to the difficu lty in plac ing th e sy ll ab le 

boundary. But th e FO of the beginn ing point w as taken 

into account in this expe riment . 

Most High Falls and Low Fall s have certain peak timing. But there were 

examples where I could not find the peak timing. Hence I classified High 

Falls and Low Fall s into two groups - those with the peak tinling (HF1 

and LFl) and those without it (HF2 and LF2l. 

(a) 

words 19. I~asso? 

tQnes o ILl Fall 
pitch ~8 211) 16 

duration ~8 121 . 3 

- -
/'--- ~---""'.-_/" . ..r--

.~.--~. .--- ---, Hz '\ 
<!DO 

, 

350 -
300 
250 - - '--"""" 
200 

.., 
,,~ '-- , 

~ 150 --
lOO 

I ---r ; I 
rns 300 600 900 1200 t:500 
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(b) 

words 2. Wasso_ 

lones 0111 Fall 

pitch :>16 ~95 

duration 151.8 

.... -
- ...... -.. 

Hz ~/ 

400 

--~ 
- '- - ..... '-\. 

350 
300 = 250 - ... __ '"'!" .-,,-~- . 

200 -... -150 
100 m. 250 500 750 1000 

(c) 

words t7.. ~"'asso? 
I~n ~F 

pitch 1252 1215 
duration ~17 _ 9 

- -- '''''''" 
Hz '-.~ ...... , .. ~ 

400~~------------------~'~~- ~----------~-------+~~~ 
,~ .... '"-.._ --

350 ---~-- -------- --------- -1------
3001-~--------------------------~----+_-~ 

~~~ "-~-~---.------... ---.--:-.,-------- -150 T - i - - T - -I - I 
I 00 I-m-sl.-----..".25:-:-0------....,..,50;..,.O------...,.:75~O-----..,..IO-:":O..".O ---1----:-

12
-:":5""0 -L-_~ 

Figure 5_ Low Fall wi th peak timing (a) and Low Fall w ithout peak 

timing (b ) High Fall w ithout peak timing (c) 

A verage target frequencies, timing and dw"ation of each nuclear tone 

might be slightly different from speaker to speaker.. Since the purpose of 

thi s experiment was to find out the acoustic cues of Korean nuclear tones 

produced by female speakers, I did not take individual differences into 

account. Since all the subjects were females, I could not find any evidence 

that individual differences were s tati sti cally significant in the di scussion of 

the acoustic cues of Korean nuclear tones_ 
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3. Resu lts and Discussion 

3 .1 . FO leve ls and direction of FO levels 

The terms "High Fall, Low Fall, Low Ri se, Full Ri se, Ri se Fall. High 

Level, etc." imply that major target frequencies and their direction are the 

most importa nt acous tic cues of Korean nuclear tones. T able 1 shows the 

FOs of targets and beginning points of Korean nuclear tones. In thi s table. 

Ll represents the FO of the beginning point in the case of High Fall . Low 

Fall, High Level and Mid Level, and the lowest FO of the ri sing phase in 

the case of Ri se Fall, Full Ri se and Low Ri se. H represents the peak 

frequency and L2 the lowest FO of the fal ling phase. T arget frequencies are 

written in bold numbers. HFl and LFl have peak timing whereas HF:2 and 

LF2 do not. The FO values in the left part of the table were measured from 

sentences ending in "-wasso" and those in the right part from sentences 

ending in " -oyo". 

Table 1. Average target frequenc ies and average FOs of beginning 

points. Standard dev iat ions are given in parentheses. Low Ri se 

occurred on ly once in sentences ending in "-Oyo". 

Sentences ending in "- wasso " Sentences ending in " -oyo .. 

Tone Ll H L2 Tone Ll H L2 

HF1 265(30) 294(38) 234(51) HF1 183(22) 278(38) 218(52) 

HF2 261(17) 209(25) 

LF1 187( 8) 203(17) 167(20) LF1 180(18) 203(19) 166(16) 

LF2 214(20) 173(20) 

RF 192(21) 218(26) 164(16) RF 197(17) 218(17) 169(13) 

HL 269(50) 360(61) HL 172(3) 324(52) 

FR 189(3) 312(31) FR 171(10) 286(5) 

LR 174(3) 211(27) LR 187 205 

ML 2(X3(23) 221(23) ML 174(10) 198(12) 

LL 200(17) 168(8) 

The peak fTequency and the lowest FO of the fa lli ng phase (L2) turned 

out to be s ignificant acoustic cues in distingui shing High Fall from Low 

Fall. The peak frequency of High Fall was significantly higher than that of 

Low Fall (t=20.86, p<O.O]). And High Fall ended in a significantly higher 
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pitch compared with Low Fall (t=I1.31, p<O.OJ). The FO of the beginning 

point was also an important acoustic cue in sentences ending in "-wasso". 

High Fall began higher than Low Fall (t=7.24. p<O.OI ). Low Fa ll was never 

used in Yes-No Questions. nor did High Fall in declarative sentences except 

one case. Both High Fa ll and Low Fall appeared in wh-questions. 

The FO curves of High Levels and Full Ri ses looked very similar 

especially in sentences ending in "-oyo". But the FO of the beginning point 

was a sig ni ficant <Icoustic cue in sentences ending in "-wasso". As can be 

seen in figure :z and 3b. High Level began significantly higher than Full 

Rise (p=-677, p<O.(1). Both High Level and Full Ri se were used in yes-no 

questions and wh-questions, but not in declarative sentences. 

The FO of the beginning point also played an important role in 

di s tinguishing Low Rise from Mid Level in sentences ending in "-wasso" 

(t=-3.03. p<O.(1) . But the FO of the beginning point was meaning less in 

sentences ending in .. -oyo". 

Since Low Fall and Rise Fall have similar target frequencies. the FO 

contours of these two tones were not markedl y different especiall y in 

sentences ending in "-oyo" . In sentences ending in "-vvasso'·. a vall ey in FO 

curve was often observed in the beginning of Rise Fall. As will be 

di scussed la ter. the important acoustic cues that di stingui sh Ri se Fall from 

Low Fall were the peak timing and the duration of the whole tone. 

Low Ri se ends in a significantly lower pitch compared not only with Full 

Ri se (t=7.24. p<O.01 ) but also with High Level (t=5.36, p<O.OI) Low Ri se 

was used in declarative sentences and wh-questi ons, but not in yes-no 

Questions. Hig h level and Full Ri se were not used in declarative sentences 

except one case. 

Low Fall and Low Level fa ll from a similar pitch and end in a similar 

pitch. These two tones are not di stingui shed by the FO of the beginning or 

ending point. As will be di scussed in section 3.3., these two tones are 

di stingui shed by the pitch movement from the preceding syllable. 

Direction of target frequencies is also important in di stinguish ing nuclear 

tones which have more than two target frequencies. High Fall and Full Ri se 

have different direction of target frequencies. Low Fall and Low Ri se also 

have different direction of target frequencies. 

3.2. Timing and duration 

Timing and duration also played an important role in di stingui shing 
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nuclear tones acoustically . Table 2 shows infomlation about peak timing of 

High Fall, Low Fall, and Ri se Fall, duration of the rising phase occurring in 

Ri se Fall, High Level, Full Rise, Low Rise, and Mid Level, dura tion of the 

falling phase, and duration of the whole tone. As in table 1, HF1 and LF1 

have peak timing whereas HF2 and LF2 do not. Since it was almost 

impossible to accurately measure the tinting and duration values in 

sentences ending in "-oyo", the timing and duration values in table 2 were 

measured from sentences ending in "-wasso" . 

Tab le 2. Peak timing or duration of the rising phase (Tl ). duration 

of the falling phase (T2) . and duration of the w hole tone (T1 + T2 ) . 

Standard devi ations are given in parentheses. 

Tone T1 1'2 Tl +T2 

HF1 89(23) 119(59) 208 

HF2 176(22) 176 

LF1 101(39) 124(23) 225 

LF2 180(50) 180 

RF 162(35) 191(48) 353 

HL 133(37) 133 

FR 185(21) 185 

LR 209(51) 209 

]'vlL 166(44) 166 

LL 238(50) 238 

Tinting and duration functioned as important acoustic cues 111 

di stingui shing Low Fall from Hise Fall. Rise Fall had significantly longer 

peak tinting (t=-4.72, p<O.O]) and significantly longer total duration (t=-8.75, 

p<O.01) compared with Low Fall. 

Timing and duration also played an important role in di stinguishing High 

Level from Full Rise. Jun and Oh (996) claimed that LH%, corresponding 

to Full Rise, has a low plateau in the beginning whereas H%, cOITesponding 

to High Level, does not. T he duration of the low plateau corresponds to 

va lley timing in sentences ending in "- wasso". The average va ll ey timing 

of High Levels was 7ms and that of Low Levels 29015. And the standard 

deviation was 9ms in the case of High Levels and 14ms in the case of Full 

Hi ses. These differences were stati stically significant (t=-7.80, p<O.01) . Full 

Ri se also had significantly longer total duration compared with Hig h Level 
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(t=-5.76, p<O.Ol). 

3 .3 . FO of the penultimate syllable 

The FO of the penultimate syllable of an intonation phrase norTlla lly 

reaches the bottom of the pitch range before High level, Mid Level, High 

Fall. or Full Ri se begins whereas the penultimate syllable ends higher than 

the beginning point of Low Level. Low Ri se, and Rise Fall. 

Table 3. The relationsh ip between the nucl ea r tone and th e FO of 
the penultimate sy llable . This table s hows target frequ e ncies and 

standard deviations . These values are adopted fr o m Lee (1999) . 

~ 
FO of the 

Tone 
penultimate Ll H L2 

sv llable 

HF 187 (25) 302 (48) 211 (58) 

LF 202 (29) 230 (19) 177 (16) 

RF 226 (35) 198 (23) 217 (29) 163 (15) 

HL 180 (17) 380 (56) 

FR 174 (16) 178 (12) 306 (22) 

LR 223 (29) 184 (13) 208 (16) 

l\!IL 172 (16) 231 (19) 

LL 189 (24) 161 (7) 

As can be seen in Table 1 and 3, Low Fall and Low Level have almost 

the same peak and low target frequencies . And these two tones also have 

similar duration as in Table 2. Hence the pitch movement from the 

penultimate syllable is the only significant acoustic cue in distingui shing 

these tones. A pitch ri se from the penultimate syllable is observed in Low 

Fall s whereas thi s pitch rise is not observed in Low Levels. 

4 . Conclusion 

So far, I have discussed what acoustic cues are significant in 

di stingui shing Korean nuclear tones acoustically. The results of this 

experiment show that target frequencies, direction of target frequencies, FO 
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of the beginning and ending points, timing of peaks and va lleys , duration of 

the rising and fa lling phases, duration of the whole tone, and FO of the 

penultimate syllable function as acous tic cues, and that each acous tic cue is 

significant in distinguishing a certain pair of nuclear tones. 

Peak frequency was crucial in di sti nguishing High Fall from Low Fall 

and Full Ri se from Low Rise. T he FO of the beginning point was 

s ignificant in dis tingui shing High Fall from Low Fall, Low Rise from ["lid 

Level, and High Level from Full Ri se in sentences ending in "-wasso". And 

the FO of the ending point was important in distingui shing High Fall from 

Low Fall. Direction of target frequencies was crucial in di stingui shing High 

Fall from Full Ri se and Low Ri se from Low Fall . 

Dw-ation of the whole tone was significant in di stinguishing Low Fall 

from Ri se Fall and High Level from Full Rise. The fomler pair of nuclear 

tones was also di stinguished by Peak timing and the latter pair by valley 

timing. The FO of the penultimate syllable was crucial in dis tingui shing 

Low Fall from Low Level. 

It seems to me that not a ll the above- mentioned acoustic cues are 

significant in perception and that celtain acoustic cues may be more 

important than others in perception. I hope that these assumptions will be 

examined in future studies. 
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Appendix: List of Tes t Sentences 

"No chinan chumare odi kattawanni?" (Where have you been las t weekend?) 

1. Seoule kattawasso. (indifferent/hostile. Why do you want to know that?) 

(I' ve been to Seoul.) 

2. Seoule kattawasso. (friendly/ intimate, Are you curious?) 

3. Seoule kattawasso. (annoyed, Why do you keep asking the same 

question? ) 

"No chinan chumare odi kattawanni?" (Where have you been las t weekend?) 

4. Seoule kattawassoyo. (indifferent/hostile, Why do you want to know 

that?) (I've been to Seoul.) 

5. Seoule kattawassoyo. (friendly/ intimate, Are you curious?) 

6. Seoule kattawassoyo. (annoyed, Why do you keep asking the same 

question?) 

"Chinan chumare ilbone kattawassoyo." (I've been to j apan last weekend,) 

7. I1bone kattawasso? (fri endly/intimate, You've achieved what you've been 

dreaming.) (You've been to j apan?) 

8. I1bone kattawasso? (interested, You told me that you would go to 

America.) 

9. Ilbone kattawasso? (surprised/dubious, You told me you'd never go to 

Japan.) 

10. Ilbone kattawasso? (hostile, I warned you not to go to j apan. I won't 
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forgive you. ) 

11. Ilbone kattawasso? (sarcastic, You've been to japan? You're lying again. ) 

"Chinan chumare ilbone kattawasso." (I've been to japan last weekend. ) 

12. Ilbone tanyooshossoyo? (tiiendly/ intimate, You've achieved what you've 

been dreaming.) (You've been to Japan?) 

13. Ilbone tanyooshossoyo? (interested, You told me that you would go to 

Amelica.) 

14. I1bone tanyooshossoyo? (surpri sed/dubious, You told me you'd never go 

to j apan.) 

15. Ilbone tanyooshossoyo? (hostile, I wamed you not to go to japan. I 
won't forgive you. ) 

16. I1bone ta nyooshossoyo? (sarcastic, You've been to j apan? You're lying 

again.) 

17 No onje Seoule wasso? (indifferent/hostile, V/hy have you come? You 

shouldn't.) (When have you come to Seoul?) 

18. No onje Seoule wasso? (friendly/ intimate, I'm happy because you've 

come.) 

19. No onje Seoule wasso? (annoyed, Why do you make me repeat the 

same question?) 

20. No onje Seoule wasso? (anxious, Your parents are worrying about you. ) 

21. Onje Seoule oshossoyo? (indifferent/ hostile, Why have you come? You 

shouldn't.) (When have you come to Seoul?) 

22. Onje Seoule oshossoyo? (friendly/ intimate, I'm happy to meet you in 

Seoul.) 

23. Onje Seoule oshossoyo? (annoyed, Why do you make me repeat the 

same question?) 

24. Onje Seoule oshossoyo? (anxious, Yow· family are worry ing about you.) 
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